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The following recording is that of a lecture entitled "Research
Associated with the Langley 8 Foot Tunnels Branch" by Dr. Richard T.
Whitcomb, National Aeronautics and Space Administration, Langley

Research Center, Hampton, Virginia. The lecture was presented at
the Ames Research Center, October 21, 1970.

To give you some feeling for what is confidential and what isn't,

most of the figures that are confidential are marked so and the ones
that aren't are not stamped. There's one problem-figure, that when I

get to it I'll indicate it is confidential, we forgot to stamp it.

The talk will be broken down into a number of parts; I expect I'll

talk about two hours. The first half of the talk will be primarily

involved with the supercritical airfoil and the second half with some
of the other work we're doing. If some people are only interested in

the airfoil, you can get a feel for it when I'll be talking about that.
The layout is on the first slide. The supercritical airfoil experi-
mental theory-then the applications of the airfoil. Of course, as soon

as you put it on the wing, it becomes a supercritical wing, and we are
now involved with three flight demonstrations on an F-8, T-2C, and the

F-Ill. I'd like to go into that a bit. Then more recently, in the last
month or so, we've started on an advanced technology transport. We've

been working with refinement of the area rule; I'd like to go into that
somewhat. And also we've been doing a substantial amount of work on

engine installations. Airplanes have to have engines on them, and the
installation becomes a considerably more difficult job than at the

speeds welre working with now. Then, we've been working on improving
the stability of swept-wings and a substantial amount of work on trying
to improve the ability to get wind tunnel data over the Mach number regime;
so this is an outline. Now all the work I'll be describing is not, has

not, been done at the 8-foot tunnels branch, and where it has not been

I'll give credit to the outside organizations.

The next slide, please. The first discussion will be on the super-
critical airfoil, and here's a very brief (have we cut something off the

bottom there? By golly, that viewgraph didn't reproduce.) I should
have checked it, but anyway, I've only got half a supercritical airfoil
down at the bottom. Up at the top, we have the flow about a conventional
airfoil. At Mach numbers approaching I, the flow above the upper surface

becomes supersonic and terminates in a shock wave. The shock wave itself
is not the principle culprit, but the pressure rise through the wave
causes separation of the boundary layer which: of course, causes increases

in drag, unsteady lift, and usually controllability problems. The
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pressure distribution associated with that supersonic or mixed flow
phenomena is on the right; typical acceleration of the flow to the
wave then deceleration behind the wave. Now, on the supercritical
airfoil, we substantially reduce the curvature of the upper surface
of the wing. You can see at least that part of it, and this reduces
the extent of the shock wave and also weakens that wave. In addition,
the special shading behind the wing, which you can't see on this pic-
ture controls the boundary-layer separation. On the right, the
representative pressure distribution for a supercritical airfoil is
shown. The pressure distribution is quite flat on the upper surface,
and then also you can see, because of the camber we have on the rear-
ward portion, a substantial rearward loading on the airfoil. Some
people have called this an aft-loaded airfoil. Now I want to
emphasize that the flat distribution is for the supercritical case
and not for the subcritical case. This is not the flat top type
airfoil that people have talked about at times. At subcritical
speeds there's a very large peak near the leading edge which I°ll
get into in substantial detail latter. This is just a quick run-
through as to the general approach to the supercritical airfoil.

Can I have the next slide, please. Here is a historic develop-
ment of our airfoil. We started out with the flat top, themarward
camber, and with a substantial curvature on the lower surface, and
at this point in time we felt that the only way we could control the
boundary layer separation through the pressure rise of the shock wave
and the final recovery was to put a slot in the airfoil, and this put
high energy air under the upper surface boundary layer to energize it
in the region behind the slot. Substantial work was done on this air-
foil including through the magical testing, but when industry tried to
put it in an airplane, they found that they could not hold the close
tolerances of the slot. I'd like to emphasize that this is all transonic
flow we're talking about, and that slot had to be very, very precisely
maintained, l'd like to compare that slot to a curved transonic wind
tunnel with a variable total head across the throat, and if the slot
were not just right the flow would not go into the slot, jump right
over it, and we have a worse airfoil than without the slot. So we
decided we'd have to develop something that did not have this very
critical item, and so we developed in 1966 an unsloted supercritical
wing. Now, the unslotted wing is similar in its nature to the slotted
wing in the sense that it°s flat on top reduced curvature on top with
aft-camber; however, this does not provide quite as much delay in drag
rise but we're willing to accept the back off to get rid of that slot.
I'II get into a discussion in much more detail later on the unslotted
airfoil. Now, down at the bottom is the airflow we've been using
since 1968. The industry felt the trailing gage was far too thin
for practical construction, and so we thickened up the trailing edge
merely by rotating the lower surface downward. The basic curvature
distribution is the same. This actually helped a little bit on the
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aerodynamicsand substantially improved the structure.

Can I have the next slide, please? This is the way weget out
wind tunnel tests of 2-dimension airflow characteristics. I think
any of the people here who have workedwith wind tunnel programsknow
howwe do that. The model spans the tunnel so that we have no end
effects and the flow is as close to two-dimensional as wecan get it.
To keep awayfrom the wind tunnel boundary problems, we get all of
our data with pressure distributions at the center line, and the drag
is obtained by a rake which you can see behind the wing.

Next slide, please. Here'a a variation of drag coefficient with
Machnumberfor a lift coefficient for a normal force coefficient of
0.6. The original for a base line, we have a 641-212 airfoil shownby
the long short dash here. The slotted airfoil which was 13]/2 percent
thick is this curve here. Even though thicker than the original, we
had a delay of about I/lO in the drag rise, a little over I/I0. Now,
you'll notice the level is higher than for the original airfoil. This
would be expected becausewe have addedskin friction on the second
piece of this airfoil. Now,with the unslotted airfoil, the level is
about the same, and then we get a drag rise out to this point. Now,
you'd say these are just as good, but keep in mind that the unslotted
one is only 11%thick whereas the slotted was 13 I/2, so that the delay
in drag rise for a given thickness ratio is less. You'll notice that
both airfoils have a slight rise in the drag before it levels off here.
That's the developmentof a weak shock waveon the system which per-
sists as long as we have supercritical flow on the airfoil. Now,many
of you that have probably been involved in the theory have heard that
the theoretical people are trying to design a shockless airfoil, and
they nowfeel that they might be able to do it. Back in 1964, working
with the slotted supercritical airfoil, we did develop a shockless
condition. That's shownby this dip. Thewake surveys, the schlierens
and the pressure distributions all indicate that at that point the flow
was shockless. Now,you can see what the problem is though. It occurs
at one point. Below that the drag is up because there is a shock at
these Machnumbers, and so a shockless flow is a very desirable scien-
tific objective, but if it's only for one point it doesn't have much
practical application. In all of our further work, we have tried to
get the drag downover a wide range rather than try to get it down
at just one point.

MayI have the next slide, please? l've mentioned that these air-
foils are aft-loaded, and of course the immediate question that every
aeronautical engineer asks is, "All right, howabout the pitching move-
ment which has to be trim_edo" Andhere's a picture of that situation.
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The original 641-212 has a pitching momenthere. This is again for a
normal force coefficient of 0.6; pitching momentsagainst Machnumber.
Here's the level of the pitching momentsfor the original airfoil,
the slotted airfoil, and the unslotted here. The pitching momentsare
more negative, but here we see another advantage of the unslotted air-
foil. We're not trying quite as hard for the unslotted one to get the
highest possible drag rise delay, therefore we didn't have to load up
the trailing edges much, and therefore wedon't have as muchnegative
pitching moment. I'II get into howwe solve this negative pitching
momentin considerably more detail later.

Next slide, please. Here's a summaryof the drag rise delay for
the supercritical airfoil. This is the Machnumberfor separation
onset versus lift coefficient° This is the typical buffet boundary
curve or yaw (it's called almost anything), but I think you're all
familiar with this type of comparison. The original airfoil here is
the 641-212, and here is the supercritical airfoil. Two-dimensional
critical airfoil here. The lift coefficients we need for cruise in
this range, that l've mentioned before, is about I/I0. But notice
what happenswhenwe go to the higher lifts. The delay becomesgreater
and the knee of the curve is pushednot only outward but substantially
upward, so that you can see here this is 1.3 comparedto 1 here. This
is particularly important for maneuverability as I'II get into later.

Next slide, please. Well, up to nowI've been giving you a rush
treatment of where we stand. I'd like to get into the details. This
is a schematic of the field above the airfoil at Machnumbersbeyond
the critical Machnumber. It's purely schematic, and I won't guaran-
tee the exact shape of the sonic line. I'll showyou later on some
theoretical predictions of the sonic line. As you all are aware, in
supercritical flow a supersonic field is in_ersed in a subsonic field,
and the division betweenthe two fields is called the sonic line. If
we had purely a supersonic flow, we'd have a continual expansion or
acceleration of the flow from leading edge to trailing edge. But when
we have a mixed flow, the expansion wavesthat emanatefrom the leading
edge (as shownhere by the dash line) comeand meet the sonic line.
At this point the disturbance reflects with an opposite sign, that is,
it becomesa compression at this point and reflects back along here
to this point. At this point, decelerates the flow at the surface; it
then is reflected off the surface again nowwith an equal sign because
it is a solid boundary and comesto this point again reflecting as an
opposite sign as an expansion wave at this point, so that here is a key
to obtaining rational or reasonably good transonic characteristics for
airfoils. That there are these disturbances that comeback downthrough
the supersonic region to decelerate the flow, and we can get a flat
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distribution such as I have shownin my first introductory chart,
even though there is a continual curvature through here. Nowthat's
the basic phenomena,but that's just a starting point. What is the
shape that you need here to get an airfoil utilizing these recompres-
sions that does give you a reasonably small shock wave at this point?
Well, I think everybody agrees that there are two factors. First of
all, you want to cause as strong as possible expansion at this point
to start a lot of expansion wavesgoing out this way that can come
back here to slow downthe flow in this region. And the secondthing
is that you want to keep a fairly small curvature in this region so
that you don't have a very large amountof accelerations emanating
from this point that have to be overcomeby these recompressionso
It's a very, very sensitive balance betweenwhat you produce here and
what you don't produce here. Now, that's half the story. The other
half of the story, it gets muchmorecomplex from the theoretical
standpoint but is part of the story, and that is that you want to
keep the flow just behind the wing moving at very close to the speed
of sound, probably slightly supersonic. This keeps the compressions
of this region from moving forward to strengthen this wave. If you
didn't have this flow moving near the speedof sound, the compressions
would move forward, drive the wave forward, and be substantially
stronger and moreextensive. Now,while this region is keeping away
rearward and reduced, somedisturbances are coming around that near
sonic region and depressing the velocities in this region. This part
of the whole phenomenais not as clearly understood as this. This can
be worked out with a methodof characteristics, and several people have
done that. This area here is purely intuitive at the present time.
NowBusemann,when I described this idea, just really didn't accept it
becausehe couldn't accept the fact that to be a region here where the
disturbances can't moveforward, but over here there is a region where
they can moveforward.

Next viewgraph, please. That is a brief discussion of the field.
Now, let's get into more detail on the effect or the influence of the
boundary layers. I'II be talking about this continually through the
day (through the next two hours) becausethe potential flow or In-
viscid solution for the field is not enough. This is an actual meas-
ured data that I took the introductory slide from and you can see that
the pressure distribution on the upper surface is quite flat over a
substantial portion of the upper surface. Incidentially, this is for
a Machnumberof 0.8 and a lift coefficient of about 0.6. Now,you
can see that there is a wave in the system at about the 3/4 cord
point, right here. As I've shownin my previous slide, wave is not
extensive. Up here you see the region where wemaintained merely sonic
flow before we get the final recovery at this point. Now, I want to
talk about this not only in terms of what we can do to reduce the waves,
but what we can do to help the boundary layer. The boundary layer has
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to go through ad adverse gradient from this point to that point. If
you don't do something about it, the boundary-layer theory says the
flow will separate. Well, what we have here is that it goes through this
gradient and may, or maynot, produce the usual bubble, but I'II get
into the whole bubble discussion a little later. But then we have a
plateau where the H factor for boundary layer can recover. That is
there is a mix in this region so that the boundary layer profile gets
back to its more steady state, more stable state and then wego
through the final recovery which, of course, is absolutely required in
this transonic flow, and so the boundary layer does makeit through
this gradient, but there's one morepiece to this thing that I've got
to put in and that is in a conventional airfoil, that is 6 series air-
foil, that point, right there, is downin here somewhere. It has to
recover to a substantial positive pressure, but in the airfoil design
that we've beenworking with, we kept the trailing edge angle of the
lower surface equal to the trailing edge angle of the upper surface
so that the stagnation pressure at that point required is substantially
less positive. It's up in here. Now, that meansthat the boundary
layer has to go from here to the trailing edge. The recovery goes
through substantially reduced, and the possibility of separation is also
substantially reduced. Theseare the type of tricks that we've used
to keep the boundary layer attached even though we don't have a slot
and even though there is a shock wave in the system. Now,that's the
control of the boundary layer on the upper surface. The lower surface
must also be considered. Keepin mind that we're driving the Machnumber
up. As you can see, here's the sonic line and all this flow is super-
sonic here. The lower surface is a muchmore sensitive problem. The
boundary layer on the lower surface has to go through a pressure re-
covery from this point to this point, and I nowget into boundary-
layer theory a little bit and explain that in the theory it's much
moredevastating to go from zero pressure to 5/10 pressure than it is
from minus 5/10 to zero, and the boundary layer in trying to get into
these positive pressures becomesvery, very close to separation, if
the flow in this region goes supercritical, we'll get an additional rise
in here somewhere,and the boundary layer just plain won't be able to
go from that pressure to that pressure. It will separate, and we have
experimental data to prove it. However, if we design the lower surface
so that it never goes supercritical for our design point, then the rise
is only from here to here. Now_the secondpoint l'd like to makeis
that that shape of that rise is quite important. If you design a
pressure recovery that goes straight downlike that, it will separate,
according to the boundary layer theory. However,we take our rise
abruptly and then let it level off. Wedo this according to the Strat-
ford criteria. This was something that the British at Stratford worked
out for getting more efficient diffusers. Now,whenwe do this, and we
do it just the wayStratford proposed, you take your recovery and then



keep the H factor very close to the separation point through here, and
according to Stratford, you get zero shear at this point and therefore
no skin friction. Wehaven't been able to actually measureany reduction
in skin friction for this thing, for this area, but at least theoreti-
cally there is no skin friction for that area.

Could I have the next slide, please? This is the pressure
distribution for the subcritical case, for the sameairfoil that I've
been talking about. As l've mentioned earlier, the pressure distribution
has a peak near the lead edge. Nowin designing an airfoil for the
optimumsupercritical operation, you've got to keep that peak from going
up to such a severe value that the flow separates at subcritical values,
and I want to get into that discussion where wedesigned someairfoils
that did just that. Then to get a nice smoothrecovery through here and
then flat in this region and then the recovery here. Prior to someof
the recent developmentson supercritical theory, we used a methodof
analogy. Wedesigned reasonably good subcritical distributions which
our experiments told us were good supercritical airfoils and usually,
using this methodof analogy, we headedin the right direction. Notice,
as for the supercritical case, the subcritical case has a quite rapid
recovery at the trailing edge. We've experimented with even more rapid
recoveries, and we end up with trailing edge separation. This is just
about as far as you can push it. The subcritical lower surface is the
sameas for the supercritical case.

Next viewgraph, please, l've mentioned earlier that in the super-
critical cases betweenthe onset of supersonic flow and the design point,
we have an increase of the level of the drag, and you must worry about
this case even though it isn't the design point. Here's an intermediate
point. This is a Machnumberof 0.78. Rememberthe design point was
0.80. Youcan see that the pressure distribution on the front portion
of the airfoil is similar to the design point, but in this case all the
positive disturbances converge at an intermediate point, and this wave
is just as strong and causes just as muchloss as the one at 8/10 Mach
number. This in itself is a problem, but here's the real severe
problem. Notice that the flow goes back up and goes supersonic again.
If you design the rear portion of the airfoil without just the right
curvature, this flow will go up, and the Machnumberwill be just as
high here as it is here, and we'll get a second shock wavewhich then
completely stalls out the region here because it doesn't have the
plateau behind to stablilize the boundary layer. So it's quite sen-
sitive to howmuchcurvature you put in this region. Froma purely, just
trying to aim at the highest possible drag-rise Machnumber,you want to
put a lot of curvature in here, but you've always got to worry about this
intermediate point.
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Onto the next slide, please. I mentioned just briefly the onset
of a separation bubble under the shockwave. Now, I'd like to get into
that in a little moredetail. It's a wellmestablished fact that, as we
go through the speed of soundor through the transonic region, the wave
on the upper surface does cause a local separation bubble. This is
well-defined in Pearcey's work. And this bubble reattaches and so
that the drag rise, or the final separation, doesn't occur right at the
critical speed. Now,one of the factors that we'd like to work with is
to delay the breakdownof that bubble, and in fact in the supercritical
airfoil we're doing that. This plateau region, which is important for
reducing the strength of the wave, reducing onset from separation, also
is important for delaying the breakdownof the bubble. Here is the
extreme case. This is the knee of that curve that I showedsomefew
slides ago. This is for a lift coefficient of 1.3 at a Machnumberof
0.73, and here's the Machnumberat that point, about 1.5, and the rise
through from there to there according to boundary-layer theory should
have long ago completely and absolutely separated, but it hasn't be-
cause there is a large bubble at this point. Youcan see the effect
from the pressure distribution here and in our oil flow studies.
There's a very substantial piling up of the oil in this region, but
back here the flow is moving rearward again. And I think it's because
of this plateau again. Here in a normal case, the boundary layer would
go through this region and through a continually increasing recovery,
but here it has this plateau and this reduction in the adverse gradient
helps to keep the bubble attached.

Next slide, please. I have mentioned that the ideal of airfoil
for supercritical applications should have a very severe increase in
velocities near the leading edge and then a very flat top. Now one
way to get that is to increase the leading edge radius. SO we have
systematically investigated various leading edge radiuses, and here
are some of the airfoils we tested. The airfoil I have discussed
up to now, the data, is airfoil 3. I'd like to emphasize that that is
the one that is being used in all our applications. We've tried an air-
foil with less leading edge radius and two with more leading edge
radius. We really shot the works on this one. But you can see, we
can flatten off the upper surface and put a substantially greater
turn in this region. Now, that's fine for the supercritical case,
but let me show you what happens to the subcritical case°

May I have the next slide, please? Here's airfoil 3, the lowest
one, right through there, that's the one we're using. Airfoil 1 bombed_
airfoil 2 wasn't too bad, some increase in the level, gradually de-
creasing down into this region. Airfoil 4 which has a smaller leading
edge radius you see has a higher level here, but most of all it has a
higher level right in here because we're getting some shock losses
right there. So that we think we've arrived at about the optimum
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leading edge radius. More recently, we tried a leading edge radius
slightly bigger than number3. Just to prove we were on the optimum,
and it had characteristics very similar to 4, so I think we've gotten
pretty close to a compromiseleading edge radius.

Next slide, please. Here's the pressure distribution for Air-
foil 2. I've got two angles of attack on there becauseneither one
of those is right near the design point. Follow the circles through.
Notice we peak up near the leading edge and then gradually recover
before weget to the wing which is just what the theory says we should
do to get the highest possible drag rise Machnumberor the lowest
possible wing drag with that design point.

Now, the next slide, please. But notice what happensto the sub-
critical distribution for that case. Very peaky near the leading edge.
Excessively peaky, and that's why the drag level is up at subcritical
speeds.

The next slide, please. Up to now l've been talking about airfoils
that we've designed to delay the onset of the drag rise or separation.
There's another way to use this whole supercritical developmentand that
is to thicken the airfoil to allow the structural weight to be reduced
or, to get more volume, to increase the aspect ratio, all the things the
thick wings are neededfor. In this case it wouldn't aim at a higher
Machnumberthough. This is an airfoil that wasdesigned by Palmer of
North American, and it's 17%thick and has the samedrag rise as a
base-line 12%thick airfoil. I'II get into a discussion of that in
moredetail a little latter.

Put on the next one, I'm going to get a glass of water. So far
l've been talking about camberedairfoils, but the samephenomena
or the sametechnology can be used to develop better symmetrical air-
foils, and these can be used for helicopter blades, for tail surfaces,
anywherewhere a symmetrical blade section is needed. Here's one we've
investigated. As you notice, as with the other camberedairfoils, we
have a reduced curvature in the mid-region comparedto conventional
with the increased leading edge radius and the curvature here. But
in this case, we don't have the upper surface and lower surface parallel,
as you can see.

Onto the next slide, please. Interesting to comparethe thickness
distribution for this airfoil with someof the other airfoils. Almost
universally the helicopter designers use 0012 or 4 digit series air-
foils. There is shownhere a 4 digit distribution of thickness with
length. The best airfoil for delaying drag rise that we've ever
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developedbefore was the 16 series airfoil which was used in propeller
blade sections. And so here l've comparedthe (and also the super-
critical airfoil here too). Interesting to note the 4 digit series has
its maximumthickness forward here and then covering here, and then
the 16 has its maximumthickness well rearward. Nowthe supercritical,
you see, has something approaching a 16 here and something approaching
the 4 digit here, but the big difference is the substantial reduction
of curvature in this region comparedto either one of them.

Could I have the next slide, please? Here is the variation of
drag with Machnumberfor cn = O, and the 0012 section has a drag rise
at about 7/10 or there abou_s, while the supercritical one has one at
about 0.82, just for zero lift however.

Next slide, please. Nowwerun into a problem though. The
helicopter people haven't been using 4 digit series airfoils for the
last 25 years for nothing. Here is the delay of a tenth or more at
zero lift, but notice the supercritical airfoil onset of the drag rise
or separation breaks off at this point whereas the 0012 keeps going.
The 0012 is used primarily because it has someof the best maximum
lift characteristics we've ever seen in airfoils, that is without flaps.
Andour objective, at the present time, is to get at least someof this
delay but to get the maximumlift back up like it is on the 0012. This
work is nowunder way. As with you people, we have a numberof people
working with the Army (at Langley) and two of those people have been
assigned to developing a good helicopter b]ade section.

Next slide, please. This is someof the first theoretical develop-
ment that we've done on the supercritical airfoil. This is somework
by Yoshihara and Magnusof the General DynamicsCorporation, and it's
a comparison of their theoretical calculations with the experimental
results that I've already described. NowI want to go through this in
a little detail becausehe's got a numberof curves on here. This is
for Machnumber0.8 which l've already used myself. Now, the theoreti-
cal curve is here, and he's shownthe data for three angles of attack
becausewedidn't happento have a curve that correspondedexactly with
his calculation. And the point to be madeis (as you can see with-this
is a steady progression to this point) and if we had a higher angle and
it was very probable that we could match the theoretical computation
in this area pretty well in this region. Except for the level, he's
getting the samesort of diffusion here. If he han't gotten the right
distribution, we'd have been in sad shapecause that's all subcritical
flow there. But I think that this curve does showthat his method is
reasonably correct becauseweare getting this flat distribution here.
But notice what happensat the back end. Hedoes not have a boundary
layer in his computations, and so the supersonic flow just keeps ex-
panding around that curvature that we have, that increased curvature,
we have near the trailing edge and the a suddenrecovery at this point,



so that in this region there's no relationship between the theory and
the experiment because the boundary layer isn't there. And notice
this big difference here. The boundary layer substantially thickens
as it goes through this gradient, in fact it's just on the verge of
separation here and so it fills in a large amountof the cusp. The
theory doesn't predict that and so there's a very large disagreement
betweenthe experiment and the theory.

Next slide, please. This is an interesting plot. Yoshihara's
theory does predict the field, and it very strongly indicates the
very extensive nature of the supersonic field about the supercritical
airfoils. In the sonic line, coming around here, (but keep in mind that
this is all imaginary back here) that only the front part is really
meaningful.

Next slide, please. Recently (I should have mentioned, we funded
that work of Voshihara's and we are nowfunding) you might just keep
the top in it and as I start talking about it, I'll removethe bottom
of it. We've nowbeen funding, or we started to fund, Garabedianand
Korn, of the NewYork University Mathematics Department, and they are
working to try to achieve a shockless airfoil using the houograph
method° And I'd like to point out that, where Yoshihara's methodwas
using the unsteady solution trying to converge on a steady state, this
methodis a direct solution of the flow equations. Now, this as I
mentioned, the Machnumberis 0.80 and the lift coefficient is 0°7.
Nowwould you move it up so I can see the entire picture. I think that-
there. I set forth for Garabedianand Korn certain definite ground rules;
after all they're mathematicians, and I said all right, you can develop
a shockless airfoil but it has to have certain characteristics or it's
just a curiosity. The airplane designer has to have an airfoil that
meets certain criteria. Well, the first one I gave which wasa real
rough one was that he had to design for a lift coefficient of 7/10,
and the Machnumberl'd let him take anything he wanted but here it
had to be a lift coefficient. Zero lift cases are very interesting
theoretically, but not manyairplanes fly at zero lift. The second
point I madewas that he had to have a reasonably round leading edge
becausewe had to have a reasonably goodoff design condition. The
third point I madewas that the 60%station have somereasonable thick-
ness. Youcan design somebeautiful airfoils that comein here with
no structure. So he set out with those ground rules and came up with
this airfoil shape. So far it doesn't have a boundary layer. Whether
he'll get a shockless flow when he has a boundary layer is another
question. But this flow_ according to him, is shockless, and of course
that's indicated by the fact that none of these things are all, all
these characteristic lines are not piling up at this point. But the
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relationship betweenhis pressure distributions and the airfoil shape
with what we've been arriving at experimentally is quite interesting.
I'd like to point out that as soon as he puts the boundary layer in,
this is going to curve downsomemore, and the relationship with the
experimental airfoil will becomeeven closer. He's got a problem here;
you've probably noticed this. That curve has a cup in it here. Nothing
ever existed in real life where the pressure distribution did that. He
knowsit, and he's working on it.

Next slide, please. (At this point, Vernon Rossow,of Ames,
inquired as to what theoretical approach Garabedianused.) You'll
have to speak to somebodyelse about that. I amnot a mathematician,
I've been assigned the job of monitoring this contract but I have a
co-monitor, Dr. Garrick, of Langley, who is probably one of our best
mathematicians, and after he looked it over he said "My god, this is
the most complicated mathematics I ever saw." So believe me, I don't
understand it.

So far, Yoshihara has tried to put the boundary layer in his cal-
culations, and it just doesn't work. It bogs, and he knowswhat the
problem is. The H factors in the shock wavego up to values that indi-
cate separation, and he has no way to predict what happensin the bubble
that forms. And then, of course, the other part of the problem is that
right near the trailing edge on an aft floated airfoil, the gradients
becomevery steep° The theory predicts the flow will separate, and in-
deed it does at the last I% of the airfoil. But it usually makesthe
theory bog. Now, here's somethingwe forced to makework for a subcritical
case. And I just want to showwhywe have to put the boundary layer in.
This is the samepressure distribution I showedearlier, and we predicted
using Van Dyke's method, the pressure distribution for the case without
the boundary layer and the case with the boundary layer° Nowas you can
see, that there is a very definite affect, particularly in this region,
but more importantly in this region. This is the region that's always
bothered me. Becausethis is where the pressure distributions tend to
peak up a secondtime° But notice whenyou put the boundary layer in,
we don't get that second peak becausethe displacement thickness of the
boundary layer in this region.

Let's see, what is the next slide I have? Is that the one that
has a lot of listing. Let's take that off. Wouldyou take that off,
please. All right, this is a good break point. DeanChapman,of Ames,
asked the following question. "Thinking about how sensitive you stated
were the affects of Machnumberand how important it was to have the
boundary layer in these calculation, wouldn't it also might be important
that the Reynolds numberbe taken into account? In the sense that if
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you had an application for which the Reynolds numberwasvery much
different than that of you experiments, you might have to redesign the
airfoil a little bit to make it right for the higher Reynolds number."

Yes, I agree with you I00%, and I have a whole discussion on the
affects of Reynolds numberin that topic called wind tunnel testing
problems. But to give you an answer for the time being, both the
theory and the experiment indicates that for this supercritical air-
foil the lower surface separates at the usual wind tunnel Reynolds
numbersto get the lower surface to work right. Now,somepeople may
say that's dangerous; but to keep in mind that in research we're not
designing good airfoils for wind tunnels. We're supposedto be design-
ing good airfoils for flight. Therefore, we have forced the shapeof
this airfoil into a shapethat is a bad wind tunnel airfoil in order to
get a better flight airfoil. There is a very powerful affect to
Reynolds number_to answeryour question.

Whydon't we take a break for about five minutes?

(A question concerning wind tunnel wall corrections wasasked by
someonein the audience.)

Yes, at the present time we don't believe the wall corrections.
Weget very large wall corrections, which whenwe use them, give a
slope to the lift curve that go practically to infinity. So, we don't
believe them. Yoshihara in trying to comparehis theory with experi-
ment, just used the nominal values of the angle of attack_ and they
don't agree at all with the angle of attack that he picked. He did
the calculations for zero angle. Heused data for 1 1/2 degrees, which
whencorrected goes to minus a half, and so we don't knowwhat the lift
correction is at these speeds, but keep in mind that as long as you get
your data by a survey rake, you're not too bad off. If you get it by
force data, then what is the resolving of the normal force into axial
force, and you get answers that can scatter all over the place. But
rememberthe drag is energy Iosso If you can measureall the energy
loss, you've got the drag_

I forgot something on mydiscussion on 2-dimensional airfoils,
and I should bring it out right now. In all of this work, of course

it's all experimental, but we somehowhave to quantize what we've done.
Wedon't have a theory, an aerodynamictheory that will quantize it.
And so we've done it the way they've done it on the old 4 dig_t series,
by quantizing geometrically. In the back of the printed figures which
l've left about 22 copies here on, I have the equations that weused
to quantize this shape, and the equations are fairly simple straight-
forward equations. The front end of the airfoil is a parabola with
the parabola tangent to the leading edge at the 45%point, with the
slope and curvature equal at that point, and the rear portion is a
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continually increasing curvature defined by the equations. Now, those
equations have nowbeen used on defining wings for at least two appli-
cations of the airfoil, and in both cases the wind tunnel results
indicate very satisfactory characteristics, so the equations while not
elligent do do the job. Let's get into the applications. Weare working
on a numberof applications of the airfoil, and of course as soon as you
put them on an airfoil they becomewings as I mentioned earlier. In
commercial use, probably its most important application is going to
be for a long range transport where wecan increase the speed, and
speed is important as I'll get into in a little while. For inter-
mediate range transports, speed is probably not important; probably
weight reduction is more important and there we could use a thick
supercritical airfoil that i've showedyou. For business jets and
helicopters, of course, speed is important. We've got to get the
helicopter speeds up. Youmight ask, helicopters are not transonic
vehicles, but forward or advancing tips of a helicopter rotor does
get into transonic problems, and if you can use a blade on that that
has a higher speed, then the whole aircraft can fly faster. For
military applications, it appears that its most immediateuse will
be on variable sweepfighters° And here we've run at least five
monthsof wind tunnel testing on applying this to an F-!II, and in
the next monthwe're going to start applying it to the F-14. For
bombers, search and attack airplanes, weight reduction is probably
where it will pay off, and two of the bidders for the B-I contract
tried supercritical airfoils and they did substantially improve the
cruise, the range factor. They ran into a problem, however. The
airplane has to be teamedwith a KC-135and therefore can't fly at
the higher speedsthat this airfoil lets themgo to. So it was not
used on the B-I design. I think you're all aware that the United States
governmentflys a numberof high altitude reconnaissance aircraft.
The airfoil can be used on these aircraft to get a substantial increase
in altitude and we've run wind tunnel tests on one reconnaissance air-
craft which were very_ very, highly satisfactory°

Next slide, please. Let's turn to the application for a higher
speed long range transport. This is a picture of a wind tunnel model
of a flight test vehicle that will fly early next year, probably in
March. We're using the F-8 airplane as a test bed. I'd like to
emphasizethat this wing will never be retrofitted to the F-8. The
wing is designed for a high-speed transport. The wing has the aspect
ratio, the thickness ratios, and the various other characteristics that
are required in a transport wing. The airfoil shapes, while you can't
see them in this picture, are out in this region the sameas the two
dimensional airfoils I've been describing earlier. Notice, however,
we put a glove out in front here. This is required to solve the very
severe three-dimensional problems that occur near Machone for a
lifting wing. Nowthe first thing it does is to smoothout the area
distribution for the whole airplane, but that's not the primary thing.
We've got to get something, a wing in which all of the lift doesn't
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pile up in this region. It's good to have R.T. Jones back in here,
becausethe first time I ever ran into this was in looking at his
theory for 3-dimensional wings, and he showedthat as you approached
the speed of the sound, the lift all ends up right here. So it's
still a problem with us, and the waywe get rid of that is to
completely unload this. This upper surface here is flat, there
is no camberin it, and we tried, by a very substantial amountof
incidence in this region, to get the lift up here. Andagain
l'd like to go back and use someof R.T. Jones's theory. Jones
proposed someyears ago that you get the minimumwave drag at super-
sonic speeds if you could distribute the lift so that it waselliptic
in shape from here to here, as well as from here to here. NowI know
the Jones theory doesn't apply to transonic operations, but since
transonics is half-way betweensubsonics and supersonics, there must
be some validity to the theory. So I'd say I'd get a better wing if
I tried to distribute the lift forward up here, and that's why that
glove is here, and believe me it helps, as I'll get into in a little
while. Now this wing for the airplane is being built by North American
at Los Angeles, and it's supposed to be delivered to the NASA-Edwards
people by the end of the week. But we've got a lot of work, we've got
to proofload the wing, we've got to do a lot of things, instrument
it, get it attached to the airplane before it flys, and so don't
expect the wind tunnel tests next week, Somebody always asks about this
bulge back in here. That is an area rule bulge, but it's not the
bulge required to get the optimum area distribution. I'll get into
that bulging later. But what we found was that, because the vertical
and horizontal tails are right opposite each other at this point, there's
a bump in the area diagram with a very sharp corner on it, and at the
Mach numbers we were testing at, the flow in this region separated
because of a very strong wave here. So what we did was to add material
in this region to smooth out the corner of the area diagram at this
point. Then up in this region, with this new wing, the structural tie
points that we have to tie the wing on were sticking out in the air
stream because this wing is further forward than the original wing.
So we have to fare those over with a fairly hefty fairing here, and
it seemed logical to just continue the fairing between that one required
here and that one required here. It is not something to get the
optimum area distribution. I want to emphasize again.

The next slide, please. Now for the people that are more interested
in the more practical problems than theoretical problems, here are some
of the objectives. Of course, we want to demonstrate that the wind
tunnel is giving us the right results° We also want to establish how
this airplane operates way beyond its design points for maneuver and
speed margins, say at supersonic speeds and at very high lifts. Same
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thing with this oft-design performance. Weant to see howthe lateral
controls work and high lift system works, and finally howsensitive
is the surface of a real wing with this supercritical flow, and so we
want to get out and just try it out in real life.

Next slide, please. Here's an oil surface flow for that wing at
a Machnumberof 1 and the angle of attack required for cruise lift. On
the inboard region, you can see we've got a fairly smooth flow. There's
a little bit of trailing edge separation right in here which we still
have to work on, but all in all, that's a flyable wing.

Next slide, please. Nowhere's the drag of the wing on the F-8,
but it isn't the drag of the total F-8 with the wing, becauseat the
Machnumberswe're talking about without the proper area ruling there
are very strong extensive shock wavesassociated with the area develop-
ment and not the wing. And so we tested an equivalent body of the
airplane to get the wave losses and then subtracted the drag for
that out of the drag for the airplane to find out howmuchwing drag
we had, that is due to the local flow in the wing, and this is the
result. Youcan see that for near the cruise lift about 4/10, there
is a creeping drag rise due to the developmentof wavesas I discussed
with the 2-dimensional case, but_ere's no abrupt increase up to
MachI. In other words, the flow hasn't broken downyet.

Next slide, please. Here are someof the pressure distributions
on that wing, and l've mentioned something about the need for the glove
and trying to distribute the lift properly, and here is the pressure
distribution on the glove and you can see that we've got a substantial
negative pressure well forward° This is if you took the straight line
leading edge and extended it here. This is the reference line here.
So all of this lift is out on the glove, and then there's a progressive
or isentropic recompression and then someabrupt recovery near the trail-
ing edge. Now,as you go out to the cover of the glove, with the main
panel, notice that the wing loads up here. If you calculate what the
load distribution should be, using a subcritical theory, you find that
it will always tend to load up where that highly swept glove meets the
lesser swept panel. Here we can see it with the supercritical case.
Nowas I go out you begin to see a very interesting phenomenagoing.
Incidentally, here's that final recovery that's characteristic of the
2-dimensional airfoil.

On to the next viewgraph, please. Nowwe're going further out-
board, and this is the next station. Nowthis forward region is
extending rearward, and we get the final recovery here. Notice this
one beginning to look very muchlike the pressure distribution for the
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2-dimensional case at a Machnumbersomewhatless than the design
Machnumber. Thenwego on out beyond the mid-semi-span and we get
this thing. The two gradients merge. Nowthe big question, every-
body looks at this data and says "Do we really have an isentropic
recovery at this point?" I don't know, but it certainly looks like it.
So I'II leave it up to your imagination whetherit really is.

Next slide, please. Nowwe've got something that looks very much
like the design point for the two-dimensional airfoil, and then finally
at the tip, notice howthis goes downto a zero velocity at this pQint,
and this is due to the fact that the wave off the corner of the tip is
crossing at this point, and you get two compressions converging here,
one off the main flow of the wing and another off the tip, and the
pressure is driven downto zero velocity at this point, although the
flow doesn't really separate at this point, that's quite a steep grading
there. I think there's somebubbles phenomenaassociated with this. It's
the only way that thing can hangon.

Next slide, please. This is the span load distribution and all
that's put on there is to showit's about elliptical.

Next slide, please. I've mentioned that there is a secondway
to use the technology, and that's to go to a thicker wing but at the
sameMachnumber, and the Navy is particularly interested in this
approach because it will allow them to get more range out of their
search airplanes and such airplanes as that. So in cooperation with
NASA(NASAis providing the major portion of the funding) we are going
to test a thick supercritical wing on this Navy trainer. Nowthis is
obviously not a high performanceairplane, but it's good enoughfor
testing this thick superciritical wing. The drag rise Machnumberfor
the original airfoil, and for the thicker airfoil, is about 0.73. This
wing is being built by the ColumbusDivision of North American. It also
should be completed this week, but they expect to fly next monthmainly
because they don't have the structural problemwe have on the F-8.
They're just gluing balsa woodon the original structure, so it's just
a matter of taking it up and flying it.

Next slide, please. A third application that we hopewill be flight
tested. Themoneyis in the budget of the Air Force, but they haven't
given the moneyto General Dynamicsto do anything with it yet. This is
the application of a supercritical wing to the F-Ill, to demonstrate its
capability of improving maneuverability. I'd like to point out that the
programwe're talking about is quite parallel to the F-8 programand the
T-2C. This is not a pre-production prototype. This is a proof of con-
cept flight test. It's a technology program rather than the usual type
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of programthat goes into newairplanes. This is just a picture of
the F-Ill. If you haven't seen a picture of an F-Ill, you haven't
read a newspaperin a numberof years.

Next slide, please. The first application weworked on for the
airfoil was the F-Ill, and about 2½years ago we went through a fairly
extensive program. Wetested not only the original airfoil but also a
more camberedairfoil because to improve maneuverability just a plain
conventional cambermight work. Then this is the supercritical airfoil
we tried, and then we tried various flap deflections of 5o, 10o, and
minus 5o to get a complete picture of, in this case it would amountto,
an effective change in the trailing edge camber.

Could I have the next slide, please? Here's someof the results
we got in that first phase. This is for 26o, which is the angle they use
for cruise, and lift coefficient for cruise. Here's the cruise Mach
numberfor the basic F-Ill, and here's the cruise Machnumberwith the
supercritical, getting about the samedelay as we got with the two-
dimensional airfoils. You'll notice that the 4/10 camberdidn't help
muchon cruise Machnumber: and that whenwedeflected the flap 5o
we got a little worse, so we feel that the camberwe had in was pretty
good for cruise.

Next slide, please. Now, I mentioned that while it was very help-
ful for cruise, the big gain we though would comein maneuverability,
and here is the samesweepangle for a lift coefficient of 9/10, again
with the samefour sets of data. The original wing here, the 4/10
camberdid help here. But nowthe supercritical airfoil is substantially
better using 4/10 camberand with 5o flap deflection, it helped open the
zero degree deflection. So this is the sort of gain you can get in the
drag for the maneuveringcase.

Next slide, please. Here is a comparisonof the buffet onset for
the baselines and the supercritical. Wedetermine buffet by putting a
strain gauge in the roof of the wing and measuring the oscillations of
the bending momentat the root, and we get a diagram (this is a little
typical diagram we get downhere) where this is the weighted fluctuations
versus the lift coefficient here, then we pick off a point where the
thing breaks up. The original airplane, it's kind of hard to say where
it breaks up, whether it's here, or here, or here; but for the 4/10
camber it's quite distinct. So going up to this samesort of plot I had
before, the buffet onset plot where it's lift coefficient against Mach
number, the original airplane is a solid line, and the circles are what
they obtained in flight. For 4/10 camber, you see, it helped. But then
for the supercritical, up in here, it is substantially better than just
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plain increase in camber.

Next slide, please. Now, this slide is not markedconfidential,
and it most definitely should be markedconfidential. So if you get
a hold of the printed copy, treat it as confidential. Since those
original tests, the Air Force-that wasdone as a NASAprogram, just
to demonstrate to the military service what we could do with a variable
sweepfighter. Since that time the Air Force becamequite interested
and decided on this programfor putting a wing on the F-Ill, and at this
point (since we're going to build a newwing--in the original work is
the samethickness ratio, the sameplan form. Just to sort out the
pure effect of the airfoil shape. But nowthe Air Force says, "We'll put
a newwing on, but there's no point in sticking with the original plan
form and thickness ratios_ let's build the best possible wing for getting
maneuverability that we're using supercritical airfoils as a starting
point." And so they have reduced the aspect ratio somewhatand increased
the wing area, keeping their root bending momentthe same. Their objective
here was, you see, we can hold the range--we'll get more range than we need;
we'll get more range by delaying the drag rise, but now let's use that,
keep the range the sameand do as muchas we possibly can to get maneuver-
ability. Oneway to do that is to reduce the aspect ratio. So this wing
that I'm going to talk about nowhas a lower aspect ratio. The original,
the baseline here is the F-IIID. Nowthe D is fairly long in their change
in airplanes, and it has the new inlet and this data does not comparewith
the data on the other slides mainly becausethat inlet has a lot of drag.
But that's not our problem here. The big discussion is howwe get the
inlet drag downand has nothing to do with the supercritical wing. Now:
this is the F-Ill tip. That's the transonic improvementprogram. It's
nowcalled TAC,Transonic Aircraft Technology Program. The wing sweeps
are different here. This is the best sweepswe have for this case, this
is the best sweepwe have for this case. Wetook the optimumin both cases.
This is for Machnumberof 9/10 and for the time being it's untrimmed.
Wouldyou raise the slide a little bit. This is the CD against the lift
coefficient, and for the low-altitude maneuverability which they're quite
interested in_ in this range the drag at a given lift coefficient is cut
in half. So the energy maneuverability for this airplane should be sub-
stantially improved. Now,looking at the buffet onset, here's the buffet
onset for that configuration: original configuration, here's the buffet
onset for this one. The airplane is going to be buffet free up to the
structural limit of the airplane.

Next slide, please. Now,up to nowi have been talking about some
of the research vehicles. More recently, the NASAadministration decided
that we ought to exploit the newwing more fully_ and so they asked Langley
for a program for a deeper exploitation of the wing, and we proposed a
substantial program, and I think a numberof you people here are aware of
that program. However, it boils downto the fact that we decided to try
and develop an advance technology transport which would incorporate the
supercritical wing and the advancedarea ruling which I'II get into a
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discussion of a little later. The program, for the time being, is
involved with extensive wind tunnel testing and a systems study, or a
preliminary design of an airplane by industry. Someday, it might
be a test vehicle, but there is no planned funding for the test
vehicle yet. Now,why do we want to go to the higher speeds? Why
do we need a faster transport? Well, there's always the desire of
people to get from one place to another in faster time, but again I'd
like to point out that that last hour on a transcontinental flight
gets to be a long hour, and if we can cut an hour off that flight, it
would be a more pleasant flight. That's the passenger appeal. Economics,
if you increase the speedof your airplane and don't changeanything else,
the cost of flying goes downfor two reasons. First, the range equation,
the L/D times Machnumberis increased, but more importantly the utiliz-
ation of the aircraft is increased, and both of these terms comeinto
the DOCequations. And finally, there's an interesting fallout here.
If you can increase the speedhigh enough, the airplane of course will
fly at a higher altitude and therefore will fly in newcorridors and
won't have to be piled up in the existing flight corridors.

Next slide, please. This is a picture of a wind tunnel model of
the version of this advancedtechnology transport as we have it as of
now. The wing is the sameas the flight test on the F-8; the fuselage
is coke bottled; I'll get into that in the next slide. As you can see,
as yet we have no engines on it, and the tail is merely the F-8 tail.
We'll have to put a transport type tail on it.

Next slide, please. Here is shownthe area ruling. I want to get
into the area ruling in considerably moredetail later, but the fuselage
is coke bottled, and at least the Boeing people say there is no problem
on coke bottle fuselages. They're doing it on the supersonic transport,
and they feel it adds very little addedweight or addedcost, although
the Douglas Companyhas never built a coke bottle fuselage, or even
thought about a coke bottle fuselage, and they think it's going to add
to the cost.

The next slide_ please. Just an idea of howthe wing compares
with an existing transport wing. To get to the Machnumbersl'm
going to--that we're trying to get to, we put a little bit more sweep-
back in this wing than on the 747. So the gains l'm showing are not
pure supercritical wing or pure area ruling. There's a little more
sweepto help too.

Next slide, please. So here's the data wegot° As you can see,
we got a drag rise, a slight drag rise, up to Machone. Comparedto
the existing 707's, DC-8's bearing downhere, and the air buses here.
The people designing the air buses are promising the airlines 0.85
cruise up here on the drag rise, and Boeing 747 becauseof engine
problems has a cruise of about 0°83, but that's not your problem,
that's Pratt & Whitney's. Up here we've got somedrag rise, as I've
pointed out, but all airlines fly their airplanes up on the drag rise
a little bit, because speed is more important than L/D in the total
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operating equations. I've mentioned before that it comesin both on
the range factor and the utilization, and checking with the companies
they say that they find them up in the drag rise, this drag about 20
counts. That's just about what this is. Another way to look at it,
for years we've been using the increment in drag versus Machnumber;
that is, ACD/AMof I/I0 for drag rise. That occurs right here at Mach
one. So maybewe have an airplane that could cruise at Machone, if
we could get the engine and tail on without too muchpenalty.

Next slide, please. Now, I mentioned that the newairplane is
area ruled on the basis of a refined area rule. As you all know, in
area rule the total airplane is related to a body revolution. Take all
the cross section areas, bring them downto a body. And then you can
calculate what the ideal body should be to get the minimumwavedrag.
There's a lot of theoretical computations of ideal bodies for supersonic
operation. Youcan do it for minimumdrag with a given frontal area of
given volume, and yet at transonic speedsthere's no theoretical or
experimental data on what is the optimumbody for near Machone. I
knowthere is sometheoretical work on bodies in revolution, but they
don't aim you at the optimumone. So we've done somework in the past
year in trying to get the minimumdrag body, and this is one of the best
ones we've had, and here is that shapeof the body up here. Notice it
is blunt. Wehaven't developed the bowwaveyet so there's no need to
sharpen the nose. The principal thing we want is a low curvature in
this region just like for the airfoil, and the area distribution that
we're using is here. The front end is defined by this formula. The
curvature is an inverse function of the area. For the rear portion, the
curvature is a constant. In other words, that's essentially a circular
arc area distribution. Anddownhere, we have the drag. At Machone
the drag is about .01 based on frontal area. Since most transports have
a frontal area to wing area of about I/I0, that meansthat the drag at
this point (based on wing area) would be about .001 or about I0 pounds
of drag. This we can live with.

Onto the next slide, please. This is the actual longitudinal
variation of cross section area for that transport configuration I showed
you a little while ago. Notice it doesn't have the samearea distribu-
tion that the ideal body does, and this is in there for a very definite
purpose. Whenwe tried the area distribution with the ideal body, we had
a bowwave standing in front of the wing at about the corner of the glove
with the wing. Also the drag rise wassubstantially more than I showed
you on that curve, and this had us stumpeduntil we realized that if we're
going to get the optimumat Machone (at Machone the curvatures are very
sensitive--the drag is very sensitive to curvature particularly in the
middle region of the body) that we have to account for the displacement
thickness of the boundary layer on the wing and for another factor which
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I'd like to go into in a little detail. Wehave to account for the dis-
placement of the stream tubes on the upper surface. The area rule is
essentially a linear theory. Onthe upper surface of the wing at the
lift coefficients that we're dealing with, the Machnumberis about 1.3.
Going back to those pressure distributions, just convert those pressures
to Machnumberand you'll get 1.3. Now,at Machone any deviation of
the velocity from the stream velocity will cause an expansion in the
stream tube. That's one case where it will happen. Every other case,
there will be an expansion of one region and a contraction of another.
But in this case, whether the float slows downor speedsup around the air-
foil, it will expand. We've got to account for that expansion. Now
this is particularly strong on the upper surface. Just going back to
one-dimensional tables at 1.3 Machnumber, there is a perceptible ex-
pansion of the stream tube. Nowhowmuchdoes this amountto? We
madesomecalculations, and the boundary layer displacement is about 5%
of the maximumarea. Thirty square inch body, you have 1½inch dis-
placement thickness of the boundary area, and this stream tube displace-
ment is about 1½square inches. So now if you go back and add 3 square
inches to this curve right there, you have a smoothcurve just like the
ideal body. But we have to account for these secondorder effects°

Next slide, please. Here is a schlieren photograph for this
airplane at a Machone. That's the Machone case. Here you see that,
even though we've already worked hard with that dip in the curve, we're
still getting someof that wave, which in the previous case wasa very
white, strong, normal wave. Nowit has weakeneda bit; these two lines
are where the wave hit the tunnel wall. Nowwe've got these two waves
here. Let's follow those downhere. That's the wave at the final trim-
ing edge point where there's a definite compression at that point which
the pressure distribution shows. This point right here is coming off
of this little wedgewe have here to try and weakenthat wave. Inciden-
tally, notice that the tunnel wall is right here. Thesewavesare going
to the wall. I'II get into a discussion of that a little later.

Next slide, please, l've mentioned that in order to get up to
Machone we've got to area rule. Right at the present time, the F-8 will
fly very shortly has a drag rise that occurs between0.97 and 0.98, and
the schlieren figures indicate this is pure wave problem. So we now
have been given funding to add side bearings on the F-8 to produce area
distribution very muchlike the one I just showedfor the transport°
Whatwe're going to do there is add fill on the sides here and back in
here. Now, this is not an ideal area ruling° We'd like to put some
of the addition on top of the fuselage, but the pilot couldn't see very
muchif we did, so we're going to have to put it on the side.
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Next slide, please. I mentioned we hadn't put edges on yet, or
tails. Next week we expect to get at that, and here is the arrange-
ment we're going to use. It's a copy of the 727 arrangement, two engines
of the side, one up here in the vertical tail, a T-tail shown here;
the horizontal is a direct copy of the 727. Now, since there's a
sting in here which isn't shown, we can't very well have air flow going
through this one, so it's just a body of revolution where the tube of
air that goes through the middle is subtracted out, and this is the area
of the remaining nacelle. These, of course, can be made flow through.
The point I want to make here is that the area distribution for that
whole rear end of the airplane is identical with the area distribution
of the airplane model I showed you a picture of, and so where we have
area added for the nacelle we indent the fuselage. We fit the thickness
ratios and thickness distribution for the vertical and horizontal tail;
so that from this point rearward, it's also a smooth area of distribution.
One more point, the airfoil shapes on the vertical and horizontal tail
are supercritical, very similar to those symmetrically symmetrical air-
foils I showed earlier.

Next slide, please. Let's get into engine installations, l'm
going to have to go through this a little fast because we're running out
of time. Just to show that we have done some work on aft engine mount-
ings, here is one arrangement. At the lower Mach numbers the drag is
increased, but when you go to the higher Mach numbers the drag actually
is favorable because the engine fills the hole in the area diagram.

Next slide, please° We've also done considerable work on engines
mounted underneath the wing. We've done this on three configurations
including the C5 and the DC-IO, and we have a little model engine here
powered by nitrogen driving a turbine in the fan.

Next slide, please, l°m not going to have "the time to go through a
very fascinating subject of reducing induced drag, but let me just go
through this. This is the drag of adding the engine versus lift coef-
ficient for a Mach number near a cruise, and notice that the drag
actually is favorable with no power on. When we turn the power on, the
drag is substantially reduced, and this favorable effect we first noted
on the C-5 (in our wind tunnel test of the C-5), and there was a very
long discussion with the Air Force as to whether it was real. I went
back in and did a lot of work with the power case to show that it was
still real, so they let the Lockheed Company use this favorable incre-
ment in their performance analysis, with considerable trepidation I
might say. But when they flew the airplane, the performance that they
predicted on the basis of that point actually occurred in flight.

Next slide, please° Now, if power on does help the induced drag
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whenthe engine is inboard, it must have a very powerful effect if the
engine is out at the tip. So, as a pure research program, we have in-
vestigated an engine mountedat the tip of the wing as shownhere. Now
this wing is uncambered,unswept, so that wedon't get all tied in with
what is cambereffect and what is angle of attack effect, and, of course,
we don't have to worry about what the effect of sweepis.

Next slide, please° Here are someof the drag due to lift factors
that weget where the original wing is a solid line, the dash line is the
ideal, and then we tested the engine at two angles of incidence. The
one to look at, the more interesting one is zero where downin here the
drag due to lift is reduced by I/3. If anybodywants to talk about that,
I'II be available for the rest of the day; but if l'm going to get this
talk in two hours, i can't go into the very interesting details of that.

Next slide, please. For years people have been talking about
putting an engine at the rear of the fuselage to have the fan essentially
swallow the boundary layer and the fuselage. If you do this you can show
that you get a definite improvementin the aerodynamicperformance. We're
not sure whether to attribute it to an increase in the engine performance
or an effective reduction in drag, but becauseof the energies involved
there's an improvement in performance. For years I've thought about
getting it into the 8-foot tunnel, but we've never had time, and nowthe
16-foot tunnel at Langley thinks they might get at it. ! offer this
particular approach to improving airplane performance as something some-
body maywant to try here.

Next slide, please. The airplane swept back wing, such as the wing
we're going to test on the F-8, has pitch up characteristics like every
other swept back wing does. So we've beenworking on various meansof
improving these pitch up characteristics. This is the effect of q.
Notice that for the pitching moment(this is for 0.99 Machnumber) the
q of 600 gives you this pitching moment;the q of 925 gives you this.
Part of that is due to Reynolds numberand part is due to aeroelasti-
city, and we have substantial data to sort it out, and both of them
are helping and improving the situation° What I just want to emphasize
there is that the pitch-up characteristics for the airplane will probably
not be as bad as the model. That's what everybody in industry has found
whenthey went out and finally flew swept back wings.

Next slide, please. But assumingwedo have a problem, howdo we
fix it? Here's the device that we've tried, and it works. Weput a
fense or vortex generator on the lower surface. Nowthis is very
similar to the borderline that is on the DC-9, and I've checkedwith
Douglas, and l've applied for a patent on it, so l'm not proposing this
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as an original idea. l'm merely proposing it as a meansfor improv-
ing the pitch-up of the swept back wing. Here, ours is substantially
different from what they have, but the basic phenomenais the same.
Here is the original airplane, here is the airplane with the lower
surface vortex generator, and the pitch-up characteristics are as
different as night and day.

Next slide, please. Theseare very poor oil flow photographs,
but they do showthe point I want to make. Without the vortex generator
you can see the flow of the oil moving out in this region. Now,with
the vortex generator, here it is moving out: and then it stops dead
right there.

Next slide, please. I think we'll take another break at this
point because I said l'd talk two hours, and l've talked two hours;
however, l'm just getting into the discussion on wind tunnel testing
techniques and the problemswe are working with. It's a subject that's
usually involved with specialists on wind tunnel problems, and so I
probably ought not to go through it for the whole group but the people
that are worried about Reynolds numbereffects or wall effects or one
other effect we're nowtrying to tie down, humidity effects, these
people might want to stay. I suggest we have a break, and after that
I'II get into a new session on testing techniques.

So let's get into someof the wind tunnel problems. The question
wasbrought up earlier about Reynolds numbereffects_ and l'd like to
showwhat we're doing to try and simulate full-scale Reynolds number
in the wind tunnel. This is essentially the paper that Blackwell gave
in Paris a year and half ago, and it kind of summarizeswhat we've been
doing. As you probably have heard, on the C_141the measuredposition
of the shock wave and the entire stability problem for the airplane in
flight was not the sameas for the wind tunnel tests, particularly at the
higher Machnumberswhere a shock wavewas present. This kind of shook
up the industry, and lots of work has been done on seeing what we can
do about this problem. The approach that almost everybody in the
industry wants to go to is to build a full scale transonic wind tunnel.
Wedon't have one yet, so what do we do in the meantime? Here is the
problem. This is a typical condition for the case where you have a
boundary there and then a shock wave° At low Reynolds number, of course,
the boundary layer is thicker; and whenthe boundary layer goes through
the wave, the thicker boundary layer becomesstill thicker. Nowat
higher Reynolds numbers, we have a thinner boundary layer, and when
the boundary layer goes through the wave its net increase in thickness
is less. So what happens? Well, this thick boundary layer pushes the
shock wave forward. It's like a wedgepushing on the wave, but here
with the thinner boundary layer, it doesn't push as hard and the wave
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is further rearward. This can cause substantial changes in the pitch-
ing momentof the airplane, l'd like to point out as we get into it
that other effects occur too.

Next slide, please. In our work we use the airfoil off of this
airplane. It's the old P-80, trainer version of it, and weuse this as
our baseline because it's an unsweptwing of fairly high aspect ratio,
so we thought the data obtained at this point would be fairly close to
2-dimensional. Andwewant to do 2-dimensional testing.

Next slide, please. Wetested the two dimensional airfoil and
got good results at full scale Reynolds number. Wecould get full
scale Reynolds numbersin this case. It's a fairly small airplane.
Here's our full scale data, 16.8 million, the transition at 5%, and
that solid line is shownhere through here. Nowover here we have
the wake profile at the trailing edge. Nowwhenwe went to wind
tunnel Reynolds numbers, by pumpingthe tunnel down(in this case the
tunnel was pressurized, and in this case it's depressurized) so it's
exactly the samemodel, just that the pressure is changed, and the
samelocation of transition. Then the shock wavemovesforward, as
it did on the C-141, and also very importantly notice the velocity
pressure recovery and a very substantial increase in drag. Now,our
proposal was to makethe displacement thickness or perhaps the H
factor (we werent't sure at that point, but wewent through a systematic
programto find out which) the sameat the trailing edge_becauseour
oil flow studies indicated that the separation did originate at the
trailing edge. Nowwhat we do here is to maintain laminar flow over a
substantial portion of the chord, then trip the boundary layer so that
the relative displacement thickness at the trailing edge is the same
as for the flight article. Now this is relative, remember that; it's
the height to chord. When we did that (well, we tried various locations)
but we used 40% chord and at the same Reynolds number° Notice now that
the experimental pressure distribution and the experimental weight are
the same as for the flight Reynolds number. So this gave us a means for
trying to simulate the full scale case.

Next slide, please. Here's some theoretical boundary layer
characteristics for the same three cases, but it happens to be now for
a subcritical Mach number because at this particular--for the boundary
layer calculations we don't have a supercritical boundary layer theory.
So we had to go back to subcritical cases for the calculations. But it
gives you some idea of what's happening to the boundary layer. The
original plate data solid line, then wind tunnel Reynolds numbers with
the same transition location as this. This is the displacement thick-
ness. And then finally, with the transition moved forward. Now there
is a difference down in here, you'll notice, but when we get into the
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critical area where the boundary layer separates, or will separate
(it isn't separated for this case) the displacement thicknesses are
very muchthe same. The samepicture applies for the H factor.

Next slide, please° So, we've set up a chart, using again
boundary layer theory, and this is what weuse for placing transition
of all of the test models that we've tested in the 8-foot tunnel. Here
we have transition location versus the relative Reynolds numberof the
wind tunnel to flight. Obviously, this value becomesvery low. Oh,
pardonme. This value dependson various conditions of the model,
conditions of the airplane. Big airplanes: of course this value goes
in this direction and the small airplanes in this direction. Now, this
curve that we finally workedout is a function of the pressure distri-
bution on the front end, and we get two different curves. If we have
this type of pressure distribution, we get this curve; this type, we
needthis curve, and you'll notice that that curve is very close to what
you have if you assumedthe flat plate. So, for most of our work for
supercritical airfoils where our distributions are like this, we're
using this curve. This is a way-off design curve for most airplanes.

Next slide, please. Now,there's one big problem with this method.
It doesn't work if you have an adverse pressure gradient in the bound-
ary layer aheadof the transition trip, because then you get natural
transition aheadof the trip and usually if the gradient is severe
enoughyou get a laminar separation bubble aheadof the trip. So, it
is not a universally applicable method. It works pretty good for super-
critical airfoils at their cruise conditions, but it doesn't work at
off-design conditions. As I pointed out earlier, we have a peaky
distribution for subcritical cases; so we usually test our models
with two different locations, one forward for the off-design cases
and then one rearward for the design case. But even for the design
case we run into a problem. You rememberthe pressure distribution
I showedfor the three-dimensional case had a peak up forward here.
As wewent outward, that peak spread and finally was the sameas for
two-dimensional airfoils out here. So we have to movethe transition
in this region forward of the ideal location so that we are aheadof the
adverse gradient on the wing. So in this region we're not simulating full
scale characteristics even for the design case, although we are out here.

Next slide, please. That very briefly covers the work we've been
doing on Reynolds number. If there's any more questions on that whole
thing (we've done lots and lots of work, muchmore than shownhere) I
can get together with you later. But nowlet's get into a problem we've
just recently run into. We're getting up pretty high in Machnumbers.
We've knownfor years that there is a humidity effect in supersonic wind
tunnels, but most people have pretty muchignored the problem in sub-
sonic wind tunnels. But i don't think we should be ignoring it, Here
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is somedata we obtained on the supercritical wing on the F-8 in the
8-foot tunnel at Machnumberof 0.98 at a lift coefficient of about 6/10.
Wehave the capability, since this is a closed wind tunnel, of changing
the humidity, and we usually test at 120OFand hold it there, and we have
the capability of drying. Here's dew point. I think you're all famil-
iar with what dew point is. That's the wet bulb, and we usually after
running into this problem someyears ago, we continually held our dew
point downto 25°. More recently, with this whole subject of how
we're going to makea full scale transonic wind tunnel, wedecided to
get somedata at the humidities you might get in an atmospheric wind
tunnel, and here's the data. Notice as you go out to a dewpoint of
60o which for To = 120°F is a pretty dry tunnel. The drag is up 60 counts.
That's useless data. I meanyou can't correct for it. We've gone
through the text book, and they've thrown their hands up. They can
correct for the effect of humidity on the Machnumberin a supersonic
tunnel, but they've got one line for the effect of the induced velocities
on an airplane or a model of the tunnel. Wedon't knowhowto do it.
The effect of temperature is over here. Wenowknowthe dew point to
this 60o case and vary the temperature, and there is an effect as every-
body expected. Nowthat's our disconserted story at the present time,
and we've got to accumulate a lot moredata, but I just put it up to
makeyou aware of the problem. We've got a handy-dandyrule. Usually
this curve starts to go up at the point where you first see flecks of
fog in the tunnel. At this point you can't even see the model.

Now, the next slide, please. Going back to the slide I used for
the body of revolution, you'll notice that I have three sets of data
here. Wetested three different size bodies to find out what are the
wall affects as we approachMachone, and you'll notice that all three
of those curves fall on each other up to Machone. But beyondMachone,
they start to diverge. Now,obviously beyondthis point there maybe
other things that happen, but we haven't been interested in anything
beyond this point. I just want to emphasizewhat we've guessedfor
years, and we have somewind tunnel data to back it up, that up to one
we're probably all right but beyond that point (up to the point where
the wave off the nose clears the back end of the model) you don't get
the right data in a wind tunnel. Well, that's a very brief summaryof the
talk I plan to give on wind tunnel testing techniques. There' a lot of
other work going on, but as I gave in the title this is the work associated
with the 8-foot tunnel, and there are committees set up for all these
problems, and I didn't want to go into the whole subject.

Are there any questions on this part of the work?

Stuart Treon asked the following: "Dick: relative to wall effects
in general, are you looking also seriously at the lifting case for high
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lift generating shapes?"

Answer: Yes, as part of that we recently tested the F-8 _del in
the l_ tunnel here and had a balance shift, so I don't know what
we got out of the test. In addition, we're building a smaller scale
F-8 model to test in the 8-foot tunnel, because all I've shown so far
is the affect of solid blockage. What is the affect on lift? That's

a good question.

Treon then asked, "Is there anyone tackling this from the

theoretical point of view as well?"

Answer: Well, when we first started trying to decide how big a
model we should use for the F-8 in the 8-foot tunnel, I went to Ray
Wright who, of course, was the guy who wrote the original theory on

transonicwindtunnelsand area numberof otherpe?ple hr?ugh. . :,en the expert in NASA on wind tunnel _
wall corrections_Tot years__i[_ ==vs my theories don't worK a% _acn
out the world, of course, d,u -_ _J
one. So Ray Barger, who used to work for me until Ray retired, is• kind of guy who takes a chal-

now-i talked to him _O_r_to_dah_h_o_ _ but he hasn _t got one yet.
lenge. He's trying

Thank you very, very much.
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